
March 2021It’s been sometime since we put 
together a newsletter.  What with 
everything being so uncertain we 
were genuinely uncertain what to 
say.  A year ago we all thought
we were just shutting down for a
few weeks and that everything
would be back to normal in no
time, but here we are, the
following spring waiting for the
green light to get back to 
business as usual.
Despite the difficulties of the 
past year we have had some 
great successes which we will 
share with you here as well as 
our plans to get classes and 
opportunities up and running 
again.  Read on …..

We’re recruiting youth 
volunteers!
Thanks to support from The 
National Lottery Community Fund 
we can now expand our youth 
trainee programme. If you’re a
young person aged 13+ and would
like to help out with our children’s 
classes and events, and receive 
free training and classes, get in 
touch to register your interest: 
info@sweetcircus.net There will be 
one or two positions available.

Our Learn to Jugglers Rock!
Originally funded by the
Devonshire West Big Local and 
later supported by Active Sussex 
our learn to juggle program is 
still going strong.  To date we 
have 58 Learn to Jugglers who 
have engaged with the 
programme, given away nearly 
30 learn to juggle kits, and 
approximately 12 previous non-
jugglers have earned their
badge.
The success of the project has 
gained attention and we were 
heavily featured at the recent 
Active Sussex networking event.  
If you haven’t tried it yet, get in
touch and get on board ☺
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Back To Class

We are eagerly awaiting  further 
updates from the government.  
Both confirming whether the 
planned roadmap steps 2 & 3 will 
go ahead as scheduled and 
whether further protocols will need 
to be introduced.
Currently we are planning for all
children’s classes to
recommence after the easter 
holidays in much the same format 
as they were in September.
Thanks to a grant from TNL
Community Fund we will resume 
under a sliding scale payment 
scheme meaning that those of you 
affected financially by the 
pandemic will still be able to come 
to class by paying a minimum fee.  
More details about this will be 
available shortly.  We will reserve 
places for all our regular students 
but if you are not a regular student 
and would like to join please do get 
in touch ASAP so that we can 
allocate a space for you.
We are planning some open air
sessions for adults in April and
May in the hope that Strings & 
Balls, Learn to Juggle and 50+ 
Social Circus face to face classes 
can return towards the end of May.

A year ago we had 2 people working full time and 2 part 
time along side our other instructors and volunteers. 
However, we all need to pay the bills and as such our core
team have all had to take additional work to survive the
pandemic. In order for Sweet Circus to recover we need
to streamline our services and make some temporary and 
some permanent changes to the way we operate.  Over 
the next few months you are likely to see:
• Rainbow Hoops has a new owner
• Our online shop will close, change hands or reduce
• We will discontinue a number of our separate social

media pages like Active Cherubs and Circus Monkeys
• The charity we co run – Circus by the Sea - was

closed some time ago, all Circus by the Sea services
and the Facebook group will now come directly under
Sweet Circus

• Subsidised festival and event bookings will only be
offered where they are directly within our catchment 
area for classes.  All other event bookings will only be 
available at standard workshop / performance rates.

Introducing Rainbow Hoops new 
owners:
Darren and Helen are a lovely couple 
who love to share their hooping 
hobby with others. Darren has a 
background in electrical engineering, 
and Helen comes from a sales and 
marketing background. The pair 
actually met through Darren making 
Helen a hoop. We couldn't think of a 
more perfect couple to take Rainbow 
Hoops forward. Eye's pealed people, 
manufacturing will recommence 
ASAP. Make sure you follow Rainbow 
Hoops on Facebook and Instagram 
so you don't miss out on updates on 
where and when you can get your 
hands on one ☺


